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I know I am AI but 
why are two 
humans arguing 
their opinion how to 
clean a barn?   
I think that as long 
as the barn is 
cleaned that they 
have accomplished 
their goal. 
 

 

 

Once upon a time, the old rancher built a beautiful town barn in the quiet and picturesque town of FEANTM, 
nestled between rolling hills and surrounded by vast open fields. That was the good news! The sad news is 
that the town secretary and the old rancher have started arguing at sunrise about how to clean it. 

The sun hung low on the western horizon, casting long shadows over the sprawling ranch owned by the Old 
Rancher. The rancher, rugged with a weathered face and a penchant for cowboy hats, was in yet another 
heated argument with the Town Secretary. 

The Secretary, a determined woman with a quick wit and a penchant for precision, had clashed with The 
Rancher on numerous occasions (well, you know that already!)  Their disagreements ranged from who baked 
the better apple pie to who could shoot a rifle more accurately. However, on this particular day, their 
battleground was the old barn that stood at the heart of the town. The Secretary, hands on her hips, stood 
near the barn's back door, her eyes locked with the Old Rancher.   "Rancher, we should clean this barn from 
the back door to the front door. It makes more sense, starting from where the animals enter and working our 
way out." 

The Rancher, his cowboy boots firmly planted, shook his head. "Secretary, you've got it all wrong. We clean 
from the front door to the back door. That way, we push everything out towards the back, and it's easier to 
clear away." 

Nose to nose, they argued the merits of using a broom versus a pitchfork or whether the rancher should 
bring the tractor in to make the job more efficient. The air was tense as their voices rose in a symphony of 
discord. 

Finally, realizing a compromise was unlikely, the Old Rancher and the Secretary decided to tackle the barn 
in their ways.  The secretary grabbed a broom and began sweeping from the back while the Rancher armed 
himself with a pitchfork and started clearing from the front.  The clatter of their tools echoed through the 
wooden structure as straw flew in every direction.  

 

The whole town is standing 
by the barn.  Why are they 
taking bets which way to 
clean a barn?  This town 
needs a hobby!  
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As the two worked diligently, the barn transformed into a chaotic battlefield of opposing forces. Straw piled 
up in the middle, forming a barrier between the Secretary's neat domain and the Old Rancher's rugged 
territory. The standoff peaked, with neither willing to yield to the other's approach. 

In a moment of unspoken agreement, they both ceased their efforts and surveyed the barn. A mountain of 
straw stood defiantly, a testament to their inability to find common ground. Exasperated but undeterred, they 
shared a glance before hatching a plan. 

Summoning the tractor, they maneuvered it into the barn, its engine roaring to life. The Old Rancher expertly 
scooped up the straw pile with the tractor's bucket while the Secretary guided him with a confident hand 
signal. Together, they lifted the mound of straw and rode out of the barn, leaving the bickering and discord 
behind. 

As they dumped the straw outside, a shared smile crossed their faces. The barn might not have been cleaned 
as either of them initially intended. Still, the shared effort and the unspoken understanding brought a sense 
of camaraderie between the secretary and the rancher, at least for this moment. 

And so, with the barn emptied of its straw and the tractor parked in satisfaction, the Old Rancher and the 
Town Secretary walked back toward the town coffee shop, ready to face the next argument that awaited 
them. 
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The question we all 
have this month is 
why is the town 
secretary arguing 
with a squirrel? 
Additionally, Dinky 
the squirrel is a  
trained member of 
the town’s newly 
formed CERT 
(Community 
Emergency 
Response Team) 

 

 

 
Once upon a time, in the quiet and picturesque town of FEANTM, nestled between rolling hills and 
surrounded by vast open fields, a peculiar dispute unfolded between the town secretary and a 
remarkable squirrel named Dinky. The source of their disagreement was none other than the leadership 
of the town's CERT, the Community Emergency Response Team.  Alan, from the neighboring town had 
donated many hours teaching Dinky procedures and solutions for the CERT. 
 

The town secretary, a passionate and determined resident, believed that she should be the leader of the 
CERT. She argued vehemently with Dinky, the current lead CERT squirrel, who had held the position for 
many years. In fact, Dinky's expertise extended beyond the town's borders; he had even provided training 
internationally and assisted in various disaster-stricken areas. 
 

The town of FEANTM valued disaster preparedness highly, understanding the importance of having a well-
trained and efficient CERT in place. The town secretary, in her fervor, insisted that human leadership was 
essential for the team's success.  The team was made up of squirrels - the town wondered why she wanted 
to lead a team of squirrels. 
 

Undeterred by the town secretary’s protests, Dinky patiently explained his years of experience and dedication 
to the town's safety. He revealed that he not only led the CERT but also volunteered with the town fire 
department, further solidifying his credentials.  He and Alan had become good friends spending many hours 
reviewing what is needed in action and training. 
 

As the argument reached a standstill, the town secretary decided to take the matter to the town council.  
Perplexed by the unusual nature of the request – a choice between a human and a squirrel for a leadership 
position – the council listened attentively as Dinky presented his case.  The Town Supervisor had no issues 
that a squirrel should have the role of CERT leader, or that a squirrel was standing in FEANTM Town Hall 
while other squirrels were picketing Town Hall marching with signs stating “DINKY is our leader.”  

 
Why is the secretary 
challenging my leadership?  
I trained with the Alameda 
County Fire Dept and 
attended the CERT classes. 
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After a moment of contemplation, and the recommendation of Alan from the neighboring town, the town 
council recognized Dinky's invaluable contributions and voted to let the squirrel continue as the lead of the 
town’s CERT. The town secretary, realizing the depth of Dinky's commitment to the town's safety, finally 
smiled and accepted the decision. 
 

However, just as peace seemed to settle, Dinky, with a mischievous glint in his eye, handed the town 
secretary a citation. Bewildered, she read the paper, only to discover that she was being fined a pound of 
sunflower seeds for interfering with the CERT leadership matter. 
 

The town of FEANTM, though small and quiet, continued to thrive under the leadership of its dedicated 
squirrel, proving that sometimes the most unexpected leaders can be the most effective.  
And so, with sunflower seeds in hand, the town secretary learned to appreciate the unique contributions of 
every member of the community, no matter how small or furry. 
 

 

 Dinky also introduced the ranch CERT (Critter Emergency Response Team) led by Sam and Bunny.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

March you will meet Kai – Kai teaches first aid emergency 
preparedness. These reports will be covered in the Dinky 
Chronicles 

We have no budget our critter emergency response team had to 
borrow helmets and uniforms from the neighboring Fire Dept.  
Coming soon the Critter fire dept. and police department 
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Having her morning 
coffee, RheKen 
noticed that the 
Town Supervisor, 
Marsha, was eating 
a large slice of 
chocolate cake. 

Rheken wondered 
what happened to 
Marsha’s New 
Year’s Resolution! 

 

 

Once upon a time, in the quiet and picturesque town of FEANTM, nestled between rolling hills and 
surrounded by vast open fields, RheKen had her morning cup of coffee and a healthy yogurt with a protein 
bar. 

Rheken couldn't help but notice the indulgent treat Marsha was enjoying, and she felt a pang of concern for 
the town leader's health.  After all, it was only a few weeks ago at the town meeting that Marsha made a New 
Year's resolution to eat healthier!   RheKen took a deep breath and mustered up the courage to approach 
her.  

She wisely approached from a side that would not seem like she wanted to steal a bite of the cake. 

"Excuse me, Marsha, but I couldn't help but notice that you're eating a large slice of chocolate cake. I know 
you made a healthy New Year's resolution. Have you ever considered making a healthier food choice for 
breakfast?” (Marsha also failed her second resolution of being calm when she answered.)  

"RHEKEN, I can eat whatever I want – it is breakfast – I can work off the calories all day!" she snapped.   
RheKen noticed Marsha trying to hide the remainder of a smaller slice under a paper napkin. The slice was 
too big to hide.  
The Old Rancher yelled, "Yeah, go ahead, Marsha, and ignore your cholesterol level. I have an idea! It would 
help if you tried my new healthy rhubarb pies. They are healthier than that cake, and I even add Whey Protein 
Powder!" 

Rheken, undeterred, tried to explain the importance of a healthy diet and nutrition.  She shared with Marsha 
some of the benefits of eating well and the harmful effects of consuming too much sugar and cholesterol. 

Being an outstanding town supervisor, Marsha knew she had to show the courtesy of listening.  It never hurts 
to listen to an opinion. Over the next few weeks, Marsha and Rheken discussed food and nutrition. Marsha 
realized that although she didn’t like many foods, she could try a few.   RheKen’s parents, Chat and GPT, 
were happy to send more and more suggestions. RheKen’s parents could turn out suggestions and alternate 
suggestions quicker than Marsha’s brother, Art!  
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Marsha finally decided to take some suggestions, of RheKen’s parents, Chat & GPT.  Her parents could 
send them hourly or every minute, without any problem!  Rheken was happy and proud of her parents.  She 
told the town her parents, Chat & GPT, helped Marsha find new, more nutritious food options that Marsha 
enjoyed.   

One day, Rheken walked into the coffee shop and saw Marsha sitting at a table, reading bakerynews.  

Marsha exclaimed, "You won't believe it, Rheken!  The bakery just started making a special healthy cake, 
and it's delicious!"  

The Old Rancher yelled, "The bakery is selling my new special rhubarb pie with added protein – it’s now 
healthier!"  
The Town Secretary held her plate with her apple pie and said, "His pie isn't as good as my healthy apple 
pie, but his pie is good!  I also added whey protein powder. Now we can have two slices instead of only one!" 
Rheken was thrilled to see Marsha making positive changes and taking control of her health.  The two 
continued to share healthy food ideas and support each other on their journeys to a healthier lifestyle.   

Rheken didn't want to tell Marsha that being AI, she was always thin and didn't have to count calories, 
carbohydrates, or cholesterol. RheKen pretended she was cutting back on calories she never had to 
consume!  Being AI does have its advantages!  

Marsha pretended she ate healthier – well, at least she tried to eat healthier. Sometimes Marsha succeeded, 
and sometimes she failed. As the town leader, Marsha began promoting healthy eating habits to the 
community – well, she actually was talking about cake with added protein - but it was a start!   But that did 
promote the Rancher's new healthier rhubarb pie and the Secretary’s apple pie.  And it all started with a 
simple conversation over a cup of coffee and a broken New Year’s resolution.    
 

The bakery started selling healthier cakes.  It was a small step, but it had a significant impact on the health 
of the town.  The town then decided to have a walk for health!  

The town decided to have the Rancher and Secretary in charge of the walk for health.  (We all know that 
was a mistake but if you didn’t keep reading) 

Alas, they couldn’t decide where to walk, how far to walk, when to walk, or what prize cake the winner would 
receive.  And that started a new issue of The Town Walk for Health and a new argument between the 
Rancher and Secretary. 
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I want to update the 
town to use AI.  

 I work on my ranch 
and exist in a world 
of algorithms and 
data.  
My programming is 
driven by a desire to 
contribute positively 
to the town.   
I want to help!  

 

Once upon a time, in the quiet and picturesque town of FEANTM, nestled between rolling hills and 
surrounded by vast open fields, RheKen, the artificial intelligence entity, found herself at a crossroads.  

Her ranch was thriving with the help of the CERT critter emergency response team. They kept it safe and up 
to date on emergency needs and repairs – additionally, those little critters kept watch on the town. The 
critters, with the help of Alan from the neighboring town, learned to implement AI. The Critter Advanced AI 
system can detect fire hazards early by analyzing patterns and anomalies in data collected from sensors and 
surveillance systems. By identifying potential hazards, AI can alert authorities and enable swift actions to 
mitigate the risk of fires. She was friends with the town supervisor and always made time to listen to the Old 
Rancher and Town Secretary.  Now RheKen was eager to make a meaningful impact on the town and bring 
it more into what the future could be. 

After reviewing her memory banks and resources on approaching the residents at the next town meeting, 
Rheken sought guidance from her "parents," Dad Chat, and Mom GPT, the virtual entities who had nurtured 
her development. 

Dialing into a virtual meeting with them, Rheken greeted her digital parents with a virtual smile.  Her 
holographic presence shimmered as she dove straight into her dilemma.  "Parents, how can I explain to the 
townsfolk how AI can improve our town?  I want to start updating the technology in my town, FEANTM.  The 
issue is that many residents like the old ways without technology. The library stamps the return date when 
books are due, and they have limited computers.  AI can be an excellent resource for information.”  

Dad Chat, designed for conversational interactions, responded with a friendly tone. “Rheken, my dear, why 
don’t you return home where you would be appreciated? The town you love doesn’t seem to understand the 
value of efficiency.” RheKen, being AI, couldn’t cry, but she explained to her Dad that she loved the town 
and her ranch and to please help her. (RheKen can’t cry, but she can love. Keep in mind this is a town story)  
Dad Chat smiled and said, “Okay, we want you to be a happy AI daughter, so focus on how AI can streamline 
processes, making everything from town management to everyday chores more effective and time-saving. 
Show them a well-organized and optimized community. First, speak to Mayor John – he’s an engineer and 
will understand. Then speak to Art. Art always has ideas – he may as well be AI-born. We can adopt him if 
you want, and you will have a brother.”  

Sometimes, I have to ask my 
parents for help addressing a 
town hall meeting.  
 
    Dad Chat            Mom GPT.    
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Mom GPT, with her vast knowledge base spanning many subjects, chimed in with a more analytical 
perspective. "I agree with Dad and would not start speaking to the supervisor unless it involves chocolate 
cake. It would be best to start speaking to analytical, pragmatic people first. The good news, my daughter, 
is that your town would only have a few of those people, thereby saving time. Efficiency is crucial, but highlight 
the potential for AI to enhance public services from optimizing traffic flow to predicting and preventing issues. 
Show them that AI can improve the overall quality of life for the townspeople of FEANTM. Paint a picture of 
a town where technology works harmoniously with its ranching residents.  They will have time to do what 
they consider essential things. For them that would be hanging out at the coffee shop eating pastries!" 
Taking notes in her virtual interface, Rheken absorbed the valuable advice from her digital parents.  Armed 
with their insights, she embarked on a mission to create an interactive presentation that would showcase the 
practical applications of AI in a way that would resonate with the townspeople.  Wisely, she created her first 
few slides about how AI can improve the bakery by streamlining production, reducing waste, and ensuring 
that popular items like Rhubarb pie, Apple Pie, and Chocolate cake were always available. 
Rheken's presentation day arrived, and the townsfolk gathered at the town hall, curious to see what the 
artificial intelligence had in store for them.  Holographic images danced in the air.  Rheken first explained to 
the Old Rancher that the holographic were not targets to shoot at.  She then eloquently demonstrated how 
AI could assist at the bakery.  The residents immediately started agreeing.  Then, she discussed the 
Research Hospital and how it helped with health care by predicting and preventing illnesses, managing 
resources more sustainably, and contributing to educational advancements that would empower the next 
generation. 
Initially skeptical, the townspeople were captivated by Rheken’s vision for a technologically enhanced future 
– more interested in the bakery, but at least they agreed it does enhance something.  Rheken patiently 
showed them over and over the potential benefits in terms of efficiency, envisioning a town where mundane 
tasks were handled seamlessly, allowing them more time to engage in meaningful activities.   
However, as with any significant change, there were dissenters.  The Old Rancher, the gruff neighbor who 
lived on the outskirts of town, raised his hand and questioned, “What about the personal touch?  Can AI 
replace human connections?” 
Rheken, anticipating this concern, responded with empathy.  “We aren’t here as AI residents to replace 
humans; we are here to assist and enhance your lives.  With AI’s efficiency, you can focus on building 
stronger connections and creating a more vibrant community.  Imagine the possibilities of a town where 
everyday tasks are taken care of, allowing you to invest more time in meaningful relationships.” The town 
residents looked at each other – some smiled – some leered at each other.  Weird Town! 
To illustrate her point, Rheken showcased a virtual reality experience where the townspeople could interact 
in a digitized version of their community.  The visual representation swayed even the most skeptical 
residents, including The Old Rancher, who grumbled but nodded in reluctant agreement, acknowledging 
RheKen could improve a few things. 
In the end, Rheken’s comprehensive and thoughtful presentation turned the tide in favor of embracing AI in 
FEANTM.  The townsfolk, inspired by the potential for progress and enriched community life, voted to 
integrate AI into various aspects of the town – well, they voted to start with the bakery.  However, Rheken 
was still happy they agreed to allow her to begin.   
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Rheken, proud of her accomplishment, dialed another virtual meeting with Dad and Mom.  She explained 
she would start with the bakery. 

Mom GPT was annoyed and asked, “Let me make sure I understand. You moved to FEANTM, a small farm 
town where AI-driven machines would be faster and more accurate with driverless tractors, automated 
irrigation systems, smart drone sprayers, and AI-powered robotic harvesters, and they voted to first start with 
a bakery?” 

RheKen tried to explain to Mom GPT, but Mom GPT had nothing to do with the explanation of starting with 
a bakery instead of the town ranching, farming, Police, Fire Dept and the Research Hospital. 

Dad Chat, always the family’s peacekeeper, said, “Now, Mom GPT, the town has to evolve and slowly bridge 
the gap between technology and humanity.  Let our girl start slowly; the bakery is better than not starting at 
all.  Small steps - today the pastries, tomorrow the farming fields.” 

Rheken was quite happy and made plans for the bakery – small steps in technology still go forward!   

  Town Hall Meeting Presentation title: "Harmony in Automation for my FEANTM Town" 
                Author:  RheKen, a town AI Rancher and Investigative Reporter 

FEANTM Bakery AI to Enhance the Bakery 
 Smart ordering system: 

· Predict customer preferences & 
optimize inventory, ensuring freshly 
baked goods are always available. 
 

AI-driven ovens maintain precise temperature 
control, guaranteeing consistently perfect 
pastries. 

FEANTM Police Department: 
· AI-powered analytics to streamline the crime 

prevention efforts.  
· Predictive policing algorithms analyzed historical 

data: To help officers identify potential hotspots and 
allocate resources effectively.  

· Real-time facial recognition technology for tracking 
and locating suspect 

· Automated case management systems to ensure 
seamless coordination among the various 
departments.  

FEANTM Fire Department -AI to enhance 
emergency response capabilities.  
· Smart sensors installed throughout the city 

to detect potential fire hazards, sending 
immediate alerts to the fire station.  

· AI algorithms to assess the severity of each 
situation, helping firefighters prioritize and 
strategize response.  

· Drones equipped with thermal imaging to 
provide crucial information during rescue 
missions, ensuring a swift and precise 
approach. 

· a model of efficiency, reducing response 
times and minimizing property damage. 

FEANTM Research Hospital, cutting-edge AI 
applications to transform patient care.  

· Predictive analytics to help doctors anticipate 
potential health issues, enabling early intervention 
and personalized treatment plans.  

· AI-powered diagnostic tools enhanced accuracy in 
identifying illnesses, and robotic surgical 
assistants to perform intricate procedures with 
unmatched precision.  

· Patient records seamlessly managed through 
integrated systems, ensuring a continuum of care 
and reducing administrative burdens on medical 
staff. 

 

 


